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This invention relates to eirtensiblie‘window ' 
screens and has for an object vto'provide av 
screen; emb'odyinga body part with lat 
erally slidable partsxcontrolledsimultaneous 

5 lyand positively ‘by manualmean's. ' 
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A. further object-10f theinvention is to pro 
vide an extensible screen comprising a cen 
tral rigid body part with laterally slidable 
edge marginal members with means carried 
‘by the body part for the application of man 
ual stress translated into driving force for 
moving the movable members laterally. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a window screen composed of a rigidly 
organized central body portion having side 
members laterally movable relative thereto 
for engagement with the window frame and 
with manual means for moving the laterally 
movable part in constant parallelism with 
each other and with the sides of the body 
portion of the screen. . 
With these and other objects in view, the 

invention comprises certain novelparts, ele 
ments, units, combinations, constructionsyin 
‘teractions, functions and mechanical move 
ments as will behereinafter more fully de 
scribed and claimed. ‘ 
In the drawings: 7 . 
Figure 1 is a view of the improved screen 

.‘with binding strips removed, disclosing the 
internal construction. 

Figure 2 is a transverse sectional view 
taken on line 2——2 of Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a vertical transverse sectional 

iview taken on line 3-—3iof Figure 1. 
Figure 4 is a transverse sectional view 

taken on line 4—4 of Figure 1. 
Figure 5 is a view of the screen‘in. eleva» 

tion as seen from the exterior. 
Figure 6 is an inverted plan view of the 

screen. ‘ " Y V 

Figure 7 is a detail elevation of the lock. 
Like characters of reference indicate cor 

responding parts throughout the several 
views. I ‘ 

_ The improved screen which forms the sub 
ject matter of this application comprises a 
central rigid body member A ?lled as usual 
with wire or other fabric and with laterally 
lslidable members Band C. , ' 

represented by ‘the lever 
. lever-.28 is actuated oscillating- the rod2&,thje 
crossheadl 25 ‘is likewiseoscillated-so: that ‘the ?_ > 
links 26‘ and-27 are actuated‘inythasameinana -' ‘ 

The‘ body portion A ‘is made up in substan-~ 
tially the usual ‘and ordinary inanner with a‘: 
frame. .10‘ and strips 11, the latter being pref; 
erably employed for holding the fabric: .121’ 
in proper" organization ‘with the?'body ‘struc~ 

bets 18 of the body part‘ forming'guidewaysm 
for thew-sliding members Bv andC. .. V 

rElie sliding" members ' B- :and- C ' comprise." 
tongues .14. slidable- in 'thelvguidewayks: with: 

ner of‘ constructing the sliding members " 
' whether ‘integral or ;in ‘combined. parts is ‘no: ,. *1 
limitation upon the present invention. 1 
One of I the: ‘horizontal, bars of the; body" 

part‘, whiclr-amay beconsiide‘red for descri7p~= 
tive; purposes: the bottom rail,‘ is channeled.‘ 
out: asI at 17v and. 18" tov "accommodate-Jinks{7011 
19: and 20 whiehgarewconnected at their'outer“ 
endsztol theasliding: members ,B and G by hav- ~ 
ing; their ends formed into; hooks or right.‘ 
angled bends 21,.and 22' and engaged. into the 
tongue 1141 of‘ the; slidingmembers: . ' 

The: proximate. ends offtl'ie links-- 19 and 2041 
are connected to, a lever 23 upon, opposite“ 
sides of‘ the rod 24:- which :forms a. fulcrum 
for, said lever .28 so-that, as-said lever~23 isi 
manually moved from fullline toz'dottedjlilne 

full line to dotted line positions. . 
@_However,‘ this. connection-as above ride-Q: .' 

, scribed-connects only at thatwpart 02E1tl16~ structure referred to.- ‘as the; bottom: ‘and. for- ' 

operating the upper ends of. theIslid-ing mem» 
bers Band C, a similar construction‘ is pro- 
vided in ‘a crosshead-25 rigidly-carried adj'a- . 'I 

901‘ 

ally connected with thelinks -26.and,27,-jtheq 
cent the; upper :end‘of the? rod. 24 ‘and, pivots 

construction and v spacing- of’ said ‘upper. part 
beingfsimilar in all respectsltoithe lower vpart 

so‘ that, as ‘the; 

n'er asJ-the'. Links 18 and‘i9wto~simultaneousliy . 
and similarly iactu-ateithei upper-‘ends ofthe; 

‘ sliding strips B and 0 ‘so thatjtheyresult ,; we 

pp k 55»: 

ture and: also in. combination with‘ the rabi- > ' 

663; 

face members 15, here shownv as: being ‘secured or ' 
' to ‘the tongue members 14 :by' screws;v 16. al-v ; ' 
thou-ghiitlis' ‘tovbe understood that. the: a 

751i. 

5803\ 
' position. asshown. at ' Figure 2,. the tendency. ‘ 
isto meve-therslid-ing members-'13? and. Gfrom? ‘ 



,and 0 relative to each other 
vaccurate parallel movement of the strips B 

and to the body 
portion A. _ , 

For further stabilizing the parts, dowels 
28 and sockets 29 form guides between the 
sliding members B and C and the body A. 
"To maintain the sliding parts B, and C in 

_ extended or frame engaging position, a latch 
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' employed.“ This’ will largely save the cost 
55 

is provided comprising a resilient member 
which may be termed‘a wire 30 secured to the 
frame 10 by forming reverse bends as at '31 
in which are seated screws 32 with a keeper 
33, An'o?'set 34 is formed in the wire‘ 30 
continued by an inclined part 35 so that, ‘as 
the lever 23 moves from full line to dotted 
position, as'shown at Figure 2, the lever will 
ride up the inclined part 35 and by the re 
siliency of the part 30 be engaged back of the 
offset 34 and retained in locked position. 
:The upturned extremity 36 is provided fol-L 
convenience in releasing the latch from lock‘ _ 
ing engagement.‘ .7 1 

In operation, the screen with the sliding 
parts‘B and C retracted as shown at Figure 
‘2 and of the proper size will be inserted into 
the window opening and the lever 23 manuQ 
ally moved from full line position to‘ dotted ' 
position, which will extend the sliding parts‘ 

'the body 

1,735,458‘ ,. . I ~ 

2. A window screen comprising a body 
part, marginal parts mounted to slide later-v 

. ally relative to the body part, a rod mounted 
'to oscillate and extending across the body 
part in parallelism with the sliding parts, 
cross-heads mounted upon the rod, one of 
whichis extended to form a lever, and links 
pivoted to the crossheads and extending to 
and connected with the sliding parts. 

3. Av window screen comprising a body 
part, laterally‘sli'dable marginal parts,‘ a rod 
journaledto oscillate and extending across 

part in'parallelism with the sliding 
parts, crossheadjs ,mountedrrigidly upon the 
rod, one of which is extended to form a lever, 
links pivoted to the crossheads and extending 
to and connected with the sliding parts, and. ' 

part positioned a latch carried by, the ,body 
to engage and restrain thelever. 
In testimony whereof I ai?x my'signaturer 
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B and C to dotted line position so that the _ 
sliding parts'B and G will engage the win 
dow frame, as shown at Figure 5. When in " 
such engaging position, the parts will be 
locked in such relation by'the engagement of 
the lock, shown-at Figures 6 and 7, with the ~ 
lever 23, which locking engagement is re 
leasable manually by engagement of vthe ?n 
geror ‘thumb; with the upturned extremity 36 I 
of the latch. Releasing the lever and re 
versing the movement of such lever again 
retracts the sliding parts B and C so that it 
may be readily 
opening. - - > 

Itis well known that in modern practice, 
the sizes of'windows have been standard 
ized'to a great extent and that in the major ' 

‘ part ofbuilcling constructions at the present , 
~ time-“stock sizes” of'windows are ordinarily 
employed, These stock sizes‘are'not numer 
ous anditlie window screens of the present 
construction can readily be made‘to conform 
to such stock sizes and can, therefore, be fab 
ricated vat the factory and sold‘ to ?t the major ‘ 
portion of the window'openings as at present 

vof'iincvlividual- screen construction for sepa 
rate'windowsg V ' ' - What Iclaim to be new is: _ 

1. A window ‘ screen comprising 

ally relativejto the body part, a, rodv 

removed from the window a 

a body‘ 
part, marginal parts mounted to slide later- . 

extend-x 
ing across rthefbody part in parallelism with; 
the sliding parts,- a ‘lever vconnected with the-' 
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rod, and‘ links actuated‘ by the oscillation of I 
the‘ rod for sliding ‘he sliding partsjinv simul; 
jtan'eous parallelism; - ‘ i l “Y » \ 


